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Course Argument and Objectives
The aim of this course is to provide the necessary tools for analyzing various recent television advertisement 
campaigns in the Arab world, and examine the cultural specificities of the Arab world for global companies, as 
reflected in their advertisement campaigns, which will be contrasted to local brands.  
Courses will expose the theoretical foundations of a cultural approach, focus on linguistic information, explore 
concepts of diglossia and code-switching, and expose the main morphosyntactic as well as lexical keys to 
Arabic dialects as observed in advertisements. Subsequently, various television ads from Egypt, Lebanon, 
Morocco, Iraq, Tunisia and Koweit will be analyzed from a linguistic and cultural standpoint. Examples will 
include detailed analysis of the strategies followed in a Lebanese home-appliance spot, and an Egyptian non-
alcoholic beer campaign. If available, professionals from advertisement agencies operating in the UAE will 
finally expose their agencies’ work and principles. 

Methodology and Tentative Program
5 sessions will examine different topics:  General introduction on TV advertisement in the Arab world and 
culture specific societies; the linguistic situation in the Arab world and the role of foreign languages; different 
selling approaches as reflected in advertisements; humor and commerce; analysis of a corpus of ads produced in 
different countries. 
Students are expected to read the elements of bibliography left at their disposal. 

Evaluation 
Students will be given the choice between two subjects for an essay to be written at home and submitted before 
the end of a term at a date which will be specified later. Essays should be original, rely on the suggested 
bibliography, make proper use of the information and methodology followed in the course, and clearly state 
their sources in a bibliography listing all material used. Any quotation must be indicated as footnotes, according 
to academic use. Essays should be drafted in English, French or Arabic.
Grading will be based on : 
- originality of the material / case-study and/or the problematic angle chosen
- correct use of the course
- richness of information
- respect of academic standards in terms of quotation / use of source / bibliography
- precision, accuracy, relevancy and strictness in the construction of the student’s discourse
- correctness of the language (English, French or Arabic)
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